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UPDATES TO FILING
FORM N-400,
APPLICATION FOR
NATURALIZATION
We would like to share two
important updates to filing Form
N-400, Application for
Naturalization, now that it is
processed electronically. All
applicants (except those who reside
overseas):
• No longer need to submit two
passport-style photographs. We

E-VERIFY, CONRAD 30 WAIVER,
RELIGIOUS WORKER & EB-5
PROGRAM EXTENSION
President Obama signed a 10-

program allows medical doctors on

week stopgap continuing

J-1 visas to apply for a waiver of the

resolution into law on

two-year home residence

September 29th, 2016 that

requirement (INA Section 212(e))

included the extension of three

upon completion of the J-1 exchange

• Will be scheduled for a biometric

visa authorizations. The

visitor program. The program

service appointment at a local ASC

extension of these visa

addresses the shortage of qualified

for collection of their fingerprints,

programs will expire on
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photographs and signature,
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areas. The Visa Office’s Waiver

regardless of their age.

visa programs are the

Review Division will cease
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the non-minister special

recommendations for J-1 physicians

immigrant religious work

who entered or were granted J-1

program (SR visa), and the EB-

status after December 8th, 2016.

5 Regional Center Immigrant

Applicants who entered or were

Investor visa program.

granted J-1 status on or before

will capture their photographs
when they appear at the
Application Support Center (ASC)
for their biometrics appointment.

USCIS used to waive the
fingerprint requirement for
applicants 75 years or older, which
meant they were not required to
appear at an ASC. However, now
that this form is processed
electronically, those applicants do
need to appear at an ASC. not have
to pay the biometrics fee.

Conrad 30 Waiver: The
Program will expire on
December 9th, 2016. The

December 8th, 2016, may still apply
for a waiver.
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Non-minister Special

that they must travel by

Center Investor visas must be

Immigrant Religious Workers
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Authorization for the SR visa
will expire on December 9th,
2016. The SR visa category is
for professional and nonprofessional workers within
religious vocation or
occupation categories other
than the vocation of a minister.
Note that this expiration relates
to immigrant visa recipients
and their accompanying
spouses and children only, and
does not affect any
nonimmigrant categories such
as R-1 visas. Individuals
seeking SR visa status are
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Investor Visa applicants will be
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States. In order to ensure
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validity, all EB-5 Regional

2014 Final Action Date.

December 9th, 2016.
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CUSTOM BORDER PROTECTION ANNOUNCES THREE
CHANGES THAT AFFECT THE ISSUANCE OF I-94,
DEPARTURE RECORDS, B-2 VISA FOR CHINESE
NATIONALS AND NO EYEGLASSES POLICY FOR VISA
CBP Makes Online I-94 Application, Payment
Available to Travelers Arriving at a Land Port
of Entry:
On September 29, 2016, CBP announced an
enhancement to the I-94 website, which allows
travelers to apply and pay for their I-94 online
prior to arriving at a land port of entry.
Travelers can speed up their entry into the US
by providing their biographic and travel
information and paying $6 fee for their I-94
application online up to 7 days prior to their
entry.

The secure website is easy to use and payment
can be made with a credit card, debit card, direct
debit, or through PayPal. The benefits of this
process include increased efficiencies during
processing, decreased paper usage, a streamlined
CBP inspection process for the traveling public
and reduced operating costs.
CBP Announced Electronic Visa Update System
(EVUS) for all People’s Republic of China
Passport Holders:
Beginning November 29, 2016, individuals who
hold a People’s Republic of China passport that

In order to finalize the I-94 issuance process, a

carry a 10-year B1/B2 visa will need to enroll in

traveler must present themselves at a land port

EVUS to update their basic biographic

of entry within seven days of their application

information.

and submit biometrics, if applicable, and be
interviewed by a CBP officer. Travelers should
be prepared to show evidence of their
residence, employment, and/or travel plans, if
requested by the CBP officer.
If the traveler does not complete their I-94
issuance process within seven days of their
application, their provisional I-94 will expire
and they will have to reapply and the pay the
fee again. There are no refunds if the I-94 is
not issued within the seven-day period or if the
traveler is denied entrance to the United States.

This is aimed to facilitate travel to the US. The
enrollment fee is $8 and each enrollment is valid
for 2 years or until the traveler obtains a new
passport or visa, whichever comes first.
No Eyeglasses Policy for Visa and Passport
Photographs:
This policy will go into effect on November 30,
2016. Under this policy, Consular Affairs (CA)
will no longer accept photographs of visa and
passport applicants wearing eyeglasses, except in
rare, medically-documented circumstances.
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An example of medical need is when an applicant has had recent ocular surgery and eyeglasses are
necessary to protect his/her eyes during urgent travel. Applicants must provide a medical statement signed
by a medical professional/health practitioner in these cases. Posts must issue a limited one-year validity
passport (using endorsement code 46 or endorsement code 109 for EPDPs) when the medical condition is
temporary and travel is imminent. CA decided to prohibit photographs of applicants wearing eyeglasses to
enhance the performance of CA's facial recognition (FR). This prohibition increases the overall accuracy of

SOLUTIONS TO OVERCOME THE
DELAYS FOR RENEWALS FOR
DEFERRED ACTION FOR
CHILDHOOD ARRIVALS (DACA)
DELAYS

DACA (Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals) recipients may have submitted
requests for renewals that have been
pending longer than normal processing
times. USCIS aims to adjudicate cases
within 120 days that were timely filed.
Timely filed cases are those that were
submitted at least 120 days before the
expiration of the current period of DACA
and the employment authorization
document.

renewal request include, but are not limited to:

There are several options available to
inquire about DACA renewal requests: If a
case has been pending longer than 105 days,
you may submit an inquiry to the USCIS
Customer Contact at
my.uscis.gov/account/needhelp or via your
online account at
my.uscis.gov/account/inbox. As a general
reminder, please note that factors that may
affect the timely processing of your DACA

• Name/date of birth discrepancies that may
require additional evidence/clarification.

• Failure to appear at an Application Support
Center (ASC) for a scheduled biometrics
appointment to obtain fingerprints and
photographs. No-shows or rescheduling
appointments will require additional
processing time.
• Issues of national security, criminality or public
safety discovered during the background
check process that require further vetting.
• Issues of travel abroad that need additional
evidence/clarification.

• The renewal submission was incomplete or
contained evidence that suggests a
requestor may not satisfy the DACA
renewal guidelines and USCIS must send a
request for additional evidence.
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TPS UPDATE: DESIGNATION FOR
GUINEA, LIBERIA & SIERRA LEONE
ENDING:
The Department of Homeland Security ("DHS") in coordination with other
government agencies recently concluded that conditions in Guinea, Liberia,
and Sierra Leone no longer support their designation for Temporary Protected
Status ("TPS"). The Secretary of Homeland Security may designate a foreign
country for TPS due to conditions in the country that temporarily prevent the
country's nationals from returning safely, including in the event of ongoing
armed conflict, an environmental disaster or epidemic, or other extraordinary
or temporary conditions. Other countries currently designated for TPS include
El Salvador, Haiti, Honduras, Nepal, Nicaragua, Somalia, Sudan, South
Sudan, Syria, and Yemen.
Pursuant to a DHS Notice in the Federal Register, individuals who obtained
TPS based on the designations of Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone have
received an automatic but limited extension of TPS until May 21,
2017.

Furthermore, the Notice extends the validity of Employment

Authorization Documents ("EAD") issued to those same individuals to May
21, 2017, so affected individuals do not need to file any additional
applications to extend their TPS or EAD cards. Foreign nationals in the U.S.
from Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone who have filed for TPS should contact
Immigration Solutions LLC now to avoid a potential lapse in status once the
period of TPS terminates.
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DIVERSITY LOTTERY:
You need to be in it to
win it!

The 2018 Green Card Lottery
is in full swing. Remember to
register as soon as possible!
We are happy to relate that for
DV-2018, there is one change
to the eligible countries list:
Ecuador is once again eligible
this year. The complete list of
ineligible countries is:
Bangladesh, Brazil, Canada,
China (mainland-born),
Colombia, the Dominican
Republic, El Salvador, Haiti,
India, Jamaica, Mexico,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, the
Philippines, South Korea, the
United Kingdom (excluding
Northern Ireland) and its
dependent territories, and
Vietnam. These countries are
ineligible for the DV-2018
program because they met the
50,000 threshold for
immigrant admissions to the
United States in the past five
years. (Note: Hong Kong,
Macau, and Taiwan remain
eligible.)

CHANGES TO FORM I9, EMPLOYMENT
VERIFICATION FORM

NO FINAL RULE ON NEW
PERM REGULATIONS
BEFORE 2017

On Aug. 25, the Office of
Management and Budget
(OMB) approved a revised
Form
I-9,
Employment
Eligibility
Verification.
USCIS must publish a revised
form by Nov. 22, 2016.
Employers may continue
using the current version of
Form I-9 with a revision date
of 03/08/2013 N until Jan. 21,
2017. After Jan. 21, 2017, all
previous versions of Form I-9
will be invalid."

The Employment and Training
Administration's
Office
of
Foreign Labor
Certification
dashed any hopes for significant
change to the current Permanent
Labor Certification ("PERM")
program. Publication of a Notice
of Proposed Rule Making may be
possible before the end of this
calendar year, but the Office of
Foreign Labor Certificate has
indicated it is "highly unlikely"
that any final rule could be
implemented before the change
in administrations.

Since 1986 U.S. law has
required employers to verify
worker
eligibility
and
maintain records through the
use of Form I-9. In the event
of an I-9 audit, employer
errors and violations for
identity and employment
eligibility verification can
result in significant fines.
When the new form is
published, employers will
have 60 days to study and
develop best practice for use
with the new form.

The PERM program is the first
step in obtaining employmentbased permanent resident status
for the majority of foreign-born
skilled workers in the U.S. The
current regulations have not been
updated in well over a decade,
despite how much has changed in
our economy and industry
recruitment practices. Many
employers criticize the current
regulations as out of step with
worker or industry needs and
conditions.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE (DOS) UPDATE:
Visa Bulletin for October 2016.
The Visa Bulletin is a monthly publication by
the Bureau of Consular Affairs, that is a part of
the Department of State. Latest Visa Bulletin.
Section 201 of the Immigration and Nationality
Act establishes limits on family and
employment based immigration to the United
States.
EB-4 and Certain Religious Worker (SR)
Preference Categories: As predicted last
month, the final action dates for EB-4 India and
EB-4 Mexico will be current again in October
and the priority dates for EB-4 El
Salvador/Guatemala/Honduras will advance to
June 15th, 2015. While DOS considered
establishing a separate final action date for
Guatemala and Honduras due to the higher
demand for numbers from El Salvador, all three
countries are expected to exceed the per
country limitation and rely on the availability
of “otherwise unused” EB-4 numbers. Thus,
DOS confirmed that the three countries will
continue to be reported together throughout
Fiscal Year 2017.
It is expected that EB-4 India and EB-4 Mexico
will remain current for the foreseeable future,
until at least late spring, early summer of 2017.
EB-4 El Salvador/Guatemala/Honduras is
expected to advance modestly, by no more than
two months at a time in a best case scenario.
DOS notes that there is likely more demand in
this category at USCIS to which DOS does not
yet have visibility, so the predictions may
change depending on the rate at which such
demand begins to materialize.

EB-4 religious workers will be unavailable in
October, pending congressional action to reauthorize
the program beyond September 30th, 2016. Should
that occur, El Salvador/Guatemala/Honduras would
be subject to a June 15th, 2015 final action date, and
all other countries would be current.

EB-1 China and India: In October, the EB-1 final
action date for all countries will return to current.
Due to the brief imposition of a final action date in
India and China at the end of the Fiscal Year 2016,
there will be high usage in these categories in
October. EB-1 India and China can be expected to
remain current for the foreseeable future. DOS will
continue monitor this category closely during the
second half of the fiscal year if demand remains
high.

EB-2 and EB-3: As predicted, EB-2 Worldwide
will again be current in October and ahead of EB-3
Worldwide which will have a final action date of
June 1st, 2016. As there is pent-up demand in EB-2
Worldwide due to the retrogression, visa usage in
this category will be high in October. Prospective
Beneficiaries should not be concerned that a cut-off
date will be imposed during the first half of the
Fiscal Year. DOS will monitor this category closely
during the final quarter of the Fiscal Year.
Consistent with DOS’ predictions, in October, EB-2
China will have a final action date of February 15th,
2012, almost one year behind EB-3 China’s final
action date of January 23rd, 2013. Thus, the EB-3
downgrade phenomenon should once again be
expected for Fiscal Year 2017.

DOS did not advance either of these final
action dates to the full number use target
given the likelihood of demand at USCIS
that is not yet visible and to minimize the
need for corrective action later in the Fiscal
Year. DOS hopes to keep the final action
dates for EB-2 and EB-3 China as close to
one another as possible. Also consistent with
DOS’ predictions, the final action date for
EB-2 India will advance to January 15th,
2007 in October. DOS expects this category
will advance at a pace of up to four months at
a time.
Slower movements of up to a week at a time
are anticipated for EB-3 India, which will
advance to a March 1st, 2005 final action
date in October. Number usage for EB-3
India is expected to be high in October,
which will decrease the amount of numbers
DOS can allocate in November and
December and slow the advancement of this
category.
The EB-3 Philippines final action date will
be December 1st, 2010 in October. DOS
expects this category to initially move up to
three weeks per month. He hopes that the
final action date will move through 2011 as
soon as possible and that it will be well into
2013 by the end of the fiscal year.

EB-5 China: EB-5 China non-regional
centers will have a final action date of
February 22nd, 2015 in October. EB-5 China
regional centers will be “unavailable” in
October pending Congressional
reauthorization of the program beyond
September 30th, 2016. Should this category
be reauthorized, the final action date will be
set at February 22nd, 2014. So as not to
completely halt visa processing in October,
DOS has set tentative IV appointments for

the second half of October, which will be remain
scheduled in the event that Congress reauthorizes
the program.
Family-Based Projections.: In October, the final
action date for F-2A will be December 22nd, 2014
for all countries except F-2A Mexico, which will be
December 1st, 2014. As has been the case during
FY 2016, F- 2A Mexico is expected to lag behind
the rest of the world by about 3 weeks for the rest of
the fiscal year. China and India’s final action dates
track those for the rest of world in all family-based
categories with the exception of F-4. DOS expects
F-4 China to catch-up to the final action date for F-4
Worldwide within three to four months. The F-4
India final action date will advance into 2013 for
November, but unlike F-4 China, will remain behind
F-4 Worldwide for the foreseeable future.
Application Filing Dates. Given higher levels of
demand in relation to the expected availability of
numbers during FY 2017, the Application Filing
Dates in several categories, such as EB-5 China and
EB-2 India, have retrogressed. AILA members are
reminded to refer to USCIS’s website as to whether
it will honor the Application Filing Dates for I-485
applications.

For more information, or if you believe that you, a friend or colleague may be able to
benefit from these recent announcements, please contact:

585 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02116
tel. 617-536-0584

info@immsolutionsllc.com

